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Dear Readers,
A home full of harmony is seething with virtue and human
values. Respect, caring, cooperation and kindness, among
the many more, build positive vibrations that circulate and
grow, kindling good human relations and spreading outwards towards relatives, neighbors and friends.
A home that reverberates peace in every corner reminds
us of who we are. It is the perfect ambiance in which our
children can feel secure, and at the same time acknowledge the facets of this precious human value; a prerogative to seek and propagate it in their lives. It is important
for them to understand that peace is not an impossible
dream, or some kind of decorative knick-knack used to
embellish our living rooms or put on our windowsills. It is
the result of an intention and of the will to be at harmony
with oneself and others; it is a sacred state of being. When
we are at peace with ourselves we are content and happy
for no reason at all; it is just what ‘we are’.
Fostering peace also means helping our children learn how
to face, accept and transform the inner enemies of ego
and greed, envy and anger, pride and jealousy, which drain
peace at its very roots, and how to win their own hidden
battles and to accept the faults of others. Self-transformation is the key that opens the heart and the mind to a
new understanding, bearing positive thoughts, words and
deeds, which are the building blocks of the establishment
of peace at all levels.  
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Quotations
As a solid rock that is not shaken by the wind, even so the
wise are not ruffled by prasie or blame.
Buddha

If you say ‘I want peace’: take away the I (ego), take away
the want (desire), and you have peace.
Sathya Sai



Focus
We uphold the importance of peace normally in relation
to conflict and war. But when talking about this essential
human value, especially with kids, it is a good practice
to stress how securing a state of contentment and inner peace within oneself is the first step to take if we are aiming at a
peaceful coexistence among all human beings. A challenge, to
say the least, in a world which focuses almost exclusively on
our wants and desires. To open the door to a change of mind,
and to the re-evaluation of our real needs and priorities, we
need the keys of awareness and detachment. Both spring from
a binding relationship with a deeper aspect of ourselves, an
inner resplendent core known as ‘heart or soul’, as it is this aspect which gives us more joy and satisfaction than any material
object or personal achievement ever could. Our goal seems,
therefore, to be to provide our children, since the earliest years
of their lives, with the tools they need to connect to this plentiful source of Being. Growing in its presence will make it natural
for them to shift their attention from ‘wanting more’ to ‘being
more’. They will learn to make new decisions, and be creative
and caring in their solutions, as an harmonious and open dialogue with themselves and others, gradually but surely takes on
the form of … peace.

Dictionnary

Each one has to find his peace from within. And peace to be
real must be unaffected by outside circumstances.
M. Gandhi

Freedom without civilization, freedom without the possibility
to live in peace, is not true freedom.
N. Mandela

Peace isn’t only the opposite of war.
It isn’t only the temporary space between two wars.
Peace is much more.
Peace is the law of human life.
Peace is when we act in the right way
And when there is justice among all human beings
American Indian - Mohawk saying

Peace
derives from the latin PAX, which
comes from the indo-european root:
PAK: to fix, stipulate, agree, join,
unite, settle.
The normal, non-warring condition
of a nation, a group of nation, or
the world. A state of mutual harmony
among people.
Absence of conflict and tension.
A state of inner serenity and unity
with one Self.
No pieces… One PIECE… = PEACE.

Synonyms
Truce
Accord
Understanding
Harmony
Concord
Calm
Serenity
Rest
Silence
Quiet
Happiness
Bliss

Opposites
War
Conflict
Fight
Discord
Disagreement

Education in Human Values
PEACE... or pieces?
		
For hundreds of reasons most of the time our
mind is agitated and on the run. If we help our children
learn to concentrate, focus and keep their thoughts in
check, we will lead them along the path to peace.
This is when the art of self-inquiry steps in as the overriding
tool to place in our children’s hands. It is so powerful and effective that it can detect and transform the negative tendencies
inherent in the human mind. For if it is true that ‘war begins in
the minds of men’, it is equally true that the conquest of peace
is to be found therein.
“Self-watching” builds awareness, puts a ceiling on desires and
changes negative emotions into constructive actions. When
children learn to reflect on the consequences of their thinking
processes and realize how the first battleground takes place
within, they will seize the opportunity and face the challenge
of self-transformation, and become responsible self-leaders.
Leaders for peace and its kindred values: right-action, truth,
non-violence and love. If we provide our children with a handson values system that they themselves can freely adopt after
growing up with it and experiencing its worth, they will build
access to peace as a daily practice. They will become more

You can spread peace within you and around
you, by practicing these values!

Close up on EduCare

aware of the play of their emotions and of the tricks of excessive wanting, of how feelings of harmony and contentment are
far greater than any of the material things they had thought
they were unable to do without, and they will be more willing
to share, to detach from what they have or want, to sacrifice.
Working along the lines of peace upholds mutual trust and values such as respect and unity in diversity, and when different
views and skills are shared and expressed freely, they enhance
teamwork and creativity. A similar process instills a spirit of
cooperation, and promotes conscious efforts towards the cocreation of peace.
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Let peace begin
with me!

EduCARE is an education for peace. It
aims to help children and youngsters,
parents and teachers alike, to acknowledge the role of conscience in their lives
(i.e., love for Truth, Beauty and Goodness), as the most valuable trait of humankind, and to develop the skills and
behavioral aptitudes to be in peace with
themselves, others and the environment. Silent sitting is a tested technique
that fosters quietude - and concentration
- the first steps towards self-inquiry.
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individual, there will be peace in the family.
family, there will be peace in the community.
community, there will be peace in the nation.
nation, there will be peace in the world.
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Less desires,
more peace of mind!

A farmer has five horses. They are yet to be tamed so he fences
them in. To go to town and do his business he carefully harnesses them to his wagon. The horses feel the farmer’s firm
grip on the reins, and comply to his directions.
But what would happen if, along the way, the farmer would
suddenly let go of the reins?
This is exactly what happens to us when we forget how strong
and powerful our five senses are and let them wander about
without any harness or sense of direction! Because our senses are just like wild horses, at least until we tame them and
learn how to be in control! Before then they can easily lead
us astray, each one running after some kind of sensation: an
odor, a color, a sound…  Can you imagine trying to reach your
destination with five horses running in five different directions
at the same time!? And if we are not alert and aware of what
is happening, our mind gets easily involved, and falls prey of
the emotions that these sensations build within us, giving in
to our …equestrian… whims and fancies. Our mind becomes
weaker and weaker as we will follow the pull of our senses, instead of pulling them into place, instead of harnessing them to
our will, and being their master! It cleverly makes up all sorts
of reasons why the things the senses are so attracted to are
necessary for us and starts thinking about all these things, getting attached to them, and building heaps of desires!  But if we
turn to our intellect it will run to our rescue! It has the power
to discriminate and knows what is good and what is not good
for us and will guide us along, teaching our mind how to hold
“the reins” tightly in place. Our intellect is so full of light that it
is not a question of choosing which road to follow. It sees only
one road!  The right one!!
Think about it! If our senses are like wild horses they need to
be tamed, if we don’t want to end up being their slave! And
during the process it is best to keep them fenced in. In order
to keep them in check we need to build discipline. It may seem
hard at the beginning but as a sense of order gradually sets
in, it fills us with feelings of security, balance and harmony. By

Parenting



taming the wild horses of our senses our mind becomes calm
and clear, and we have better and more peaceful relationships
with others, too!   

Mother nature
Harmony and peace

Make a drawing
or assemble a
collage by using
magazine cutouts to illustrate
which scenes
in nature make
you feel more at
peace. Share the
meaning of your
art-work with
your classmates
or your family
members.

We all know how good it feels when we go for a
round in the city park, or in the countryside, or when
we walk along the beach or lay down in an open field
to watch the clouds rolling across the sky.   We all
love to hear the sweet melodies of bird song, and to
see cows gently grazing in flowered meadows. Nature fills us with feelings of serenity and peace just
by being there. Have you ever wondered why this
is so? Is it the design and the colors of what we see
that prompts these feelings? Or perhaps a sense of
silent order that holds things in place as we watch
things happen, just the way they are suppose to
happen!? Cows graze, birds chirp, water glimmers,
trees blossom, water trickles and flows, day after day
as the world spins and the sun rises and sets, over
and over, again and again. If we inquire into this we
realize that all that we see is acting out its role in
nature, with perfect discipline, in line with the very
purpose of its being, abiding by the inner laws that
govern these roles. But then there are surely some
inner laws for humans to follow too? An orbit around
which our lives rotate, a ray of action to follow, a
guiding light to turn to, to help us stay connected to
the reason of our being here, on Mother Earth, like
all those things that make nature what it is. Wouldn’t
it be worthwhile to take the time to learn how to
balance and align our body, mind and spirit to the
deep sense  of unity we feel in Nature, when we
grasp its beauty and hear it singing around us?

Peace

Kid’s study circle
PEace is a human value! Life has no meaning
without it! Will we ever make it happen?

What’s wrong?
Why are you so blue?

We will if we
Watch our thoughts and build
peace within us! when we are
full of peace we can spread
it out to our families and to
the world!

I can’t forget those scenes
of war... they’re showing them
all the time on T.v.

What can we do about it? Are
we just suppose to sit back
and watch?

Your right.
It’s horrible!
Peaceful Thoughts, words and deeds, make the difference!
LEt’s choose peace!
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TEAM!

Together Everyone Achieves More

If we think of peace the word UNITY
resounds in our mind. But when unity
is lacking things fall apart, echoing division and separation. This is the meaning of an African word that we have all
heard: apartheid…
There are special people in the world who
are like shining stars. They walk along, guided by a vision that leads them towards extraordinary accomplishments, as they carry
out and fulfill their life mission. We owe a
lot to these people and should pay homage
to their memory, by honoring their achievements and following their ways.
One of these shining stars was Nelson Mandela (1918-2013), a
political activist who fought for the rights of his people and who
succeeded in dismantling the locks of the apartheid which had
governed his country for years. Legislated by the South African
government in 1948, the apartheid enforced racial segregation
depriving the black people (the majority of the country’s inhabitants) of their fundamental rights and citizenship. They made
them use separate public structures and means of transportation, separate schools and beaches, separate medical care
systems and provided them with lower quality services. The
Apartheid gave way to unrest, resistance, oppression and violence. The cruelty and horror that it brought with it was such
that in 1980 it was labeled as a crime against the whole of humanity by the United Nations. In 1990, after 27 years of imprisonment, Nelson Mandela was set free thanks to the decisional
intervention of the South African President F.W. De Klerck, with
whom he later shared the 1993 Nobel Peace Prize.  
Nelson Mandela was able to stand fast and finally transform
oppression into victory, thanks to his powerful character. His
thoughts, words and deeds were focused on safeguarding the
rights and dignity of people and upholding  justice and brotherhood among all men. Perseverance and humility were among

Let’s learn from...
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his many character traits, together with his deep sense of fairness, equality and faith. He confided in an inner force that lies
latent in all people, and knew that the role of a true leader is to
inspire and ignite that force, so that the people themselves may
recover their power and gain insight, to overcome their challenges by bringing new sense and meaning to the same. Nelson
Mandela’s story is a landmark for the whole of humanity, and a
beacon of hope for a better world, a world in which peace has
true meaning.
“Freedom without civilization, freedom without the possibility
to live in peace, is not true freedom.”
Nelson Mandela

The Nobel Peace Prize

“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are
powerful beyond measure. It is our light,
not our darkness that most frightens
us. We ask ourselves, Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you not to be? You are a
child of God. Your playing small does not
serve the world. There is nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other
people won’t feel insecure around you.
We are all meant to shine, as children do.
We were born to make manifest the glory
of God that is within us. It’s not just in
some of us; it’s in everyone. And as we
let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the
same. As we are liberated from our own
fear, our presence automatically liberates others.”

illiamson

Marianne W

The annual Nobel Peace Award is presented by the Nobel Norwegian Prize Committee since 1901, to those who “confer
the greatest benefit on humanity” and
“have done the most or the best work
for fraternity between nations, for the
abolition or reduction of standing armies and for the holding and promotion
of peace congresses.” It celebrates and
highlights the outstanding contributions
and humanitarian work of dedicated men
and women who through their efforts,
integrity and virtuous activity, have
endeavored and struggled to eliminate weapons, to strengthen cooperation
between peoples, to find peaceful solutions to conflict, to respect and uphold
human rights, democracy and non-violence, and to defend the dignity of all people, in particular women and children.
The Nobel Peace Prize is one of the
prestigious Nobel Awards set up by the
Swedish Inventor Alfred Nobel, as per his
will, which include the fields of physics,
chemistry, Literature, Medicine and Economic Sciences.

The Ocean of Peace Within...
North-American Indians, the wise native inhabitants of
the American continent, used to say that peace was not
merely a break between two wars, but that it was the
law of life. According to them the mark of peace was
right conduct, and justice among people and nations.
When we ponder on it we find that all the laws written
by man have the same goal - peace and justice among
people. And do you know why this is so? It is because
deep down we know that peace is the longing of all people, for humankind is meant to live in peace.

Where do we find
peace?

Which thoughts and feelings does the
word peace trigger within you? And how
and where do we find peace? We can see
it, for example, on summer days, at dusk,
while the calm sea water glistens before
us. Or at night, when we watch the starry
sky, lying on the beach. We feel peace
when the first snow covers our lands, and
when everything around us is embraced
by white serenity.
Do you know what all of these peaceful images have in common? While we
are immersed in the deep serenity they
evoke within us, our thoughts do not fly
to the past or the future, but remain in
the present moment! It is in these sacred
moments, when we are 100% present
in the “now”,  that we get to experience

Let’s make the difference!
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the real state of our being, which is deep
peace! We descend from the rough seas
of thoughts and emotions into the deep
landscapes of our inner reality. There we
find a deep oceanic peace, and this peace,
the peace we are all in search for, is our
true nature!
A pearl at the
bottom of the sea

Peace zones
in your home

Peace indeed resembles a pearl in an oyster shell lying at the bottom of the sea. We
must dive into the depths, on our own, if
we want to reach it and bring it to the
surface. So, the question is how does one
experience true peace? By living 100% in
the present moment, in the ‘now’! We will
be at peace also when we are true to our
selves, when we listen to our heart and
the voice of our conscience. Then, we will
experience it when we pursue our dreams
and our life purpose. When we do the right
thing and tell the truth. When we act out
of love and goodness and when we are
true friends. The easiest way to live peace
and share it with all around us is to live
our life with a smile on our face!
There is another way to increase peace
in our life, and this is by setting apart a
time and a place dedicated to it. Make
a decision to convert one part of your
house into a peace zone. Take a good
look at your room, take a walk around
your house or flat, or around your garden,
and find one positive-looking, peaceful
spot. Let it be a place where you will entertain only peaceful thoughts and where
you will go to replenish yourself. Imagine
that you have sown the seeds of peace
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Let’s make the difference!
there, and that every day, when you sit
in that place, your positive thoughts are
watering these seeds. You can light a candle and watch its flame, then let the candlelight glow within you, filling you with
its warmth. Then start spreading the love
you feel within, and envelop your friends
and family with it. Be persistent at planting the seeds of peace, and quietly and
persistently send peace-filled thoughts to
all around you. You will soon see that everyone will be happier and more peaceful,
and you will be the only one to know the
reason why.

New Year’s
resolutions

Another way to bring more peace into our
daily lives is to make a vow to do whatever
will help us be happier and more satisfied
with our lives, and then to keep our word!
As the New Year is approaching, one of
the best ways to do so is to take a piece
of paper and write down our resolutions
for the coming year: The things that we
feel will make us better and happier with
ourselves and others. One of the resolutions could be to laugh more, to tell
more jokes, and to always be in a good
mood. Another one could be to foster and
express gratefulness more, as grateful
people are happier, healthier and more at
peace. Then we can decide to be tidier,
more hard-working, more honest,
better friends... Think for yourself and
make up three New Year’s resolutions of
your own, and… good luck, for the New
Year!
Borna Lulić
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The Peace Carols

or years now, Upperland and Downerland were two
villages which found themselves in bitter combat. The
reason for their hatred was a river crossing the villages.
Each village wanted it exclusively for themselves. While
the river dried out over the years, their hatred held
steadfast.
The people in Upperland hated those of Downerland. Accordingly,
when the villagers of Downerland as much as heard the name
of their enemy, they would cross themselves and spit over their
shoulder, fending off some greater evil. From time to time both
villages would of course find ways and reasons to fight and to
maintain their enmity: they might, for instance, disagree over
the exact line of their borders, or claim that they were the ones
who had first discovered the wheel, while the others insisted
that the idea had been stolen from them; that their children
were more beautiful or more intelligent, that their men were
stronger, or that their cows produced more milk.
These were some of the reasons with which their disputes were
fuelled. More often than not, they would even look for their
guns and start fighting on some insignificant pretext or other.
They were occasionally visited by peace-makers, politicians,
judges, teachers, priests and famous wise men who would
invariably try to reconcile things between them. But, as a
rule, they ended up fighting between themselves and issuing
legislations, such as:
“One village should breed only cows, while the other should
breed sheep and goats.”
“Upperlanders should paint their houses in different colours,
while Downerlanders should paint them only white.”
“One village should have round windows, while the other
square!”
The children of one village had names that in no way could be
borne by the children of the other village.
Thus, while the villages stood one next to the other, they were
incredibly dissimilar the one from the other. They were like two
totally different worlds.
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Roots and wisdom

One day, a tragic error was committed. A wood-cutter from
Upperland was in the forest cutting wood, when by mistake he
started cutting a tree that belonged to Downerland. When he
had already chipped it three times, he realized his mistake and
stopped. However, when the wood-cutters from Downerland
found the tree chipped, they sounded the alarm. They used
only saws, you see, while the others used only axes, so proof
was indisputable!
“Upperlanders broke through our forest and chipped our trees!”
they cried in fury.
Thus, a horrendous war broke out between them. This time
both sides swore to wipe the other village from the map, so
that this century-old enmity might end once and for all.
The war lasted for months. However, as the Christmas season
was drawing close, both sides decided to cease fire for a while,
so that they might celebrate Christmas with their families.
In just a few hours, the villages took on a festive look, as if the
shadow of ar had never touched them. Upperland used boats
for decoration, as they did every year, while Downerland used
fir trees, since this had been the understanding between them
to avoid trouble.
They had not found a way to separate
the lights, the multi-coloured balls,
the garlands and the stars, as they
all loved Christmas decorations. A big
Manger dominated the central square
of both villages, in the company of a
smiling Santa.
The houses and the streets took
pride in wearing their festive best,
while the snow made an impressive
appearance, covering all roof- and
treetops with the colour everyone
loved at Christmas time.
The
atmosphere
was
highly
exhilarating with all the smells of
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Roots and wisdom
sweets and foods the housewives
baked in their ovens. The families
– reunited once again – sat around
the Christmas table, laughing,
singing and having a jolly time.
Everyone looked happy and they
would all say, again and again,
that this was the best Christmas
they had ever had.
When time came for New Year’s
carols, the children of Upperland
gathered in the central village square. Their custom was to
go together to every single house and give wishes for Peace
and Love. That day, though, the children appeared totally
downhearted. They knew only too well that in a matter of
days, these happy moments would cease, because war would
start again.
None of the children uttered a word on this subject. All of a
sudden, Angelina – the youngest girl in the village – shouted
loudly:
“I don’t want this Christmas to be over! I hate war!”
Silence fell over the rest of the children, as tears filled their
eyes.
“I don’t want my dad to go to war again. I want him to hold me
tight for ever and to read me fairy-tales, as he is doing now”,
said Asterakis crying.
“And I don’t want to see my mom crying secretly at night
because dad is at war”, added Anastasia.
One child after the other spoke their wishes for peace out loud.
Then Elias, the oldest boy, stood up at a spot where everyone
could see him and said:
“If we want peace, we must fight for it. But our war will be with
the rifles of Love! Follow me and sing with me!”
Peace is what we want this year
Love and calm is what we need
May all men on earth be happy
Let them all like brothers live

The children kept on walking and singing with great determination.
They crossed the village and went into the forest. Their mothers
got worried and ran after them, crying:
“Stop! Come back! Your life is in danger!”
But the children continued walking swiftly, holding their head
high. Their voices reached the other village long before they
could be seen. The villagers of Downerland got frightened. The
women, highly disturbed, opened their windows wide, while the
men gathered in the village square talking excitedly between
them:
“What’s going on?”
“Is this a new trick of the Upperlanders?”
“Shall we fetch our guns?”
Only the children of Donwerland had no doubt whatsoever!
They ran out to meet the peacemakers who were coming from
Upperland. They didn’t need to say anything! They joined the
choir and all together they started singing louder than ever. The
beautiful young voices reached heaven like angelic hymns.
In no time at all, their mothers – the women of Upper- and
Downerland – arrived. They looked in each others’ eyes for the
first time, as their children sang between them, begging for
Peace.
Their hearts melted and with tears in their eyes, they fell in
each others’ arms like sisters who met after many years of
separation. The words they uttered confirmed their need for
peace:
May we love one another!
Let peace reign on earth!
Holding each other, they followed their children, singing together.
They crossed the streets of Downerland and then those of
Upperland, bringing the message of Love and Peace to all.
The war was finally over! For ever!
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Marty
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There are too many people who
suffer on planet earth..
because man’s real enemies
hide in his very own mind!
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Comics
...fear, uncertainty,
pain... sigh!

do you
know why?

What can I do?
It’s impossible to change
the mind of others!
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...anger, hatred, pride,
and DESIRE...

But I can train my own to be calm
and content, and to keep company with
good thoughts and good feelings!

May there be peace
on earth, and may it
begin with me!
www.martyswatch.com
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We’ll See

here is a man who has a farm and his whole livelihood
depends on his horse to plough the field. One day he is
out ploughing and suddenly the horse drops dead. The
people of the town say, “That’s very unfortunate.” And
the man says, “We’ll see”. A few days later somebody
feels sorry for him and gives him a horse. The townspeople say, “You’re a lucky man.” And the man says, “we’ll see.” A
couple of days later the horse runs away and everybody says,
“You poor guy.” And the man says, “we’ll see.” A few more days
go by and the horse returns with a second horse, and everybody
says, “what a lucky guy.” And the man says, “we’ll see.” The
man had never had two horses before, so he and his son decide
to go riding, and the boy falls off one of the horses and breaks
a leg. The townspeople say, “poor kid.” And the man says, “we’ll
see.” The next day the militia comes to town grabbing young
men for the army, but they leave the boy behind because he has
a broken leg. Everybody says, “what a lucky kid.” And the man
says, “we’ll see”…
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Is this image
inspiring for
you? Make up
a story!
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Popular stories and legends
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Hi! My name
is Milko!
I live in Hungary.
I am Hungarian.

ENGLISH AND VALUES

“One, two, three,
follow me!
Come and see
my country!
Read the story
and watch the potatoes
Fly away with the wind
and the tomatoes!”
At school any topic can
be used to vehicle values
and sensitize children. This
section has chosen to use
stories and legends from
around the world to highlight the values all people
have in common, though
traditions and culture
may be different. The stories have been written as
support lessons of English for foreign children.

This is the story of a famer and his wife.  
They live on a small farm with lots of animals.
“We are lucky indeed!”, says the farmer.
“We have everything we need!”
“We have a big garden…”, says his wife.
“Full of carrots, beets, tomatoes, peas,
cabbage and potatoes!”
“And there is a big wheat field behind our
house!”

One day…
“The wind is strong today”, says the farmer.
“Yes! It is very strong indeed!”, says his wife.
The wind blows and blows until…

“Carrots and beets, cabbage and wheat,
Peas and potatoes, salad and tomatoes!
We have everything we need!
We are lucky, very lucky indeed!”

“Oh dear! It blows everything away!”
“The hens!”, shouts the farmer.
“The chickens and horses!”
“The cabbage and potatoes!”
“The peas and tomatoes!”
“The pigs and the donkey!”
“Oh! The truck and the wagon!”

farmer

farm

wind

Popular stories and legends
The wind blows everything away except…
a turkey!
We are lucky! We are lucky indeed!”, says
the farmer.
“We still have our magic turkey!”.
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“This bag will give you everything you
need!”, says the Queen of the Winds.
“Thank you! We are lucky, indeed!”
horse
donkey

beet
hen
tomatoe
cabbage

He jumps on the turkey and flies away.
He flies all the way to the Queen of the
Winds.

salad
peas
carrot

At home…
“Look! This bag will give us what we
need!”, says the farmer to his wife.
Soon the village people find out about
the bag.
“I will give you twentyfive sheep for that
bag!”, says a man.
“I will give you forty sheep for it!”
“I will give you sixty!”
“One hundred!”
“Two hundred!”
“Let’s give it to them!”, says the farmer’s
wife.
“No, no!”, says her husband.

chicken

pig

turkey

wheat
Queen

potatoes

truck
wagon

“Dearest Queen, listen to my song!
Your youngest son is far too strong!
He blew and blew and blew today!
And our whole farm flew away!

sheep

Popular stories and legends

Activity

“When you find luck at your door,
Never give it up for something more!”

The farmer’s wife doesn’t listen and gives
the bag to the people. But the next day all
the sheep… disappear! “We have nothing
left!”, says the farmer’s wife.
“Go ask the queen for another magic bag!”
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The farmer jumps on his turkey and flies
to the Queen of the Winds…
“Here is another bag!”, says the queen.
“It is for your wife.”
“What? It is for me? What can it be?”
She opens the bag and…
“Oh… What is this?
It looks like a broom!”
“I am a broom!”, says the broom.
“A broom is what you need!
You are lucky indeed!”

A good way to build
peace is to make it a
habit of being more
tidy! If you keep
your room clean, fold
your clothes and give
order to your books and other stuff, a
sense of cleanliness
and calm will reflect
in your mind! Outer confusion brings inner confusion,
and vice versa! Think
about it!
broom

This is what you need!
A spank, spank, spank!
For your prank, prank, prank!
It will take away your greed!�”

°Hello english 1994 © Bussolati, Conci, Palermo

I

Buddha and the thief

n the forest on the outskirts of Sharavasti lived Angulimala. Angulimala was a robber who plundered and killed
travellers and those who passed by his camp. Fearing him people gave up travelling by that way.
This great robber not only used to take away all the riches but
also cut off the little fingers of people to make a garland of them
and wear it round his neck.
One day Angulimala was waiting for some one to pass by, he
wanted some more little fingers for his garland. Just then he
saw a certain monk at a distance. He cried out: “Hey, you monk!
Halt! Halt!”
He ran after him. To his astonishment he found it impossible to
catch him up. Suddenly he shouted “Stop moving!” The monk
was none other than Buddha. He said quietly “I am not moving.
It is you who are moving.” “What do you mean?” questioned the
robber. “My child, you are yet to find rest for your mind”, said
Buddha gently.
“Oh… he calls me child. Does he mean it? Said he to himself.
“Do you know who I am? I don’t want your preaching. I want
your little finger”, thundered the robber. “Is that so. Take them,
my son”, said Buddha extending both his hands.
“Along with your fingers I will take your life too”, threatened
Angulimala. “By all means take it if it brings peace of mind”,
replied Buddha.
Angulimala had not met such a peaceful and loving human being in his life. He fell flat at his feet and with tears said “Master,
I will not kill hereafter.”
Buddha lifted him up and took him to the monastery saying “Yet
another brother Angulimala.”
The next morning the king of Shrvanti visited the monastery
and paid his respects to the Lord. Looking at him Buddha said
“It looks as though you have started on an expedition.”
“Yes, master. I have come to catch Angulimala and kill him
straight away. I have come for your blessings”, said the king.
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Stories for children

“Oh king, supposing Angulimala, gives up the path of violence
and begins to live a life of an ascetic, what will you do? Questioned Buddha.
“Why, Lord, I will salute. I can’t imagine Angulimala as an ascetic”, replied the king with wonder.
“Look up that side, there he is watering the plants said Buddha. “What! Oh Lord I could not subdue the robber with all
my strength of body and mind and you have won him without
lifting your little finger.
Chinna Katha II

The Peace puzzle
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Teo and...

It was the International Day of Peace,
and the class was buzzing and brainstorming. Shari said that war was
not a way to bring peace, but a way
to make conflict worse. Johnny stood
up and said that grownups did a lot of
peace-talking, but then went to war
anyway. Julia said that it’s impossible
to foster harmony when you feel awful inside, and Malika said that sometimes you feel like you’re in pieces.
That’s when Teo raised his hand and
started waving at Miss Wilson. What
a fantastic chance to share one of his
favorite stories…
“It’s the story of a little kid”. He said, grinning. “When we were
really small, like two or three years old, whatever we got our
hands on became a plaything, right?”
“What’s the boy’s name?” asked Sara.
“Samuel! His name is Sammy!” cried Lionel, thinking about his
newborn brother.
“Well, sure,” said Teo, resuming the story. “Sammy’s mom and
dad kept the delicate objects out of his reach. No way for him to
get into the family library! At least not until the day his dad and
mom left the library door open…” Teo paused. His classmates
and Miss Wilson were hanging on his words.
“The library was fascinating for the little kid. Imagine the shelves
and tables heaped with books and magazines! There were huge
fat files, piled on top of each other in the corners of the room,
and a bunch of mysterious rolls of paper were sticking out of
the highest shelf of all…”
“Like the ancient Egyptian scrolls we’re studying about in history?” asked George.

Stories
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Let Peace begin with me!
“That’s the idea! Boy, did Sammy want to get at those! But how
could he?” Teo picked up momentum. “All of the sudden a gust
of wind blew the library window open and made the mysterious
scrolls fall to the floor, right in front of Sammy’s feet!” Teo was
having fun and started playing the role.
“What’s this?” he said, bending  over and pretending to unroll a
big sheet of paper. He stared at his classmates. “It was a rare
and stupendous painted world map! Impossible to attribute a
date to it. It was something of immense value”.
“Wow!” roared his classmates in reply.
“Sammy was too small to understand the worth of what he was
holding in his hands… He looked at the map and started folding
it, crushing it and tearing it into hundreds of pieces! Just then
his dad walked in the room!” Teo paused again. “Hey! Someone
want to come up and play the role of Sammy’s dad?”
Joel jumped to his feet. “Oh, Samuel!” He cried. “Look at what
you have done! You played with the world… and now it’s in
pieces!”  The class and Miss Wilson applauded and cheered with
elation.  
“Will we ever be able to put it
back into place?!” asked Joel,
eyeing Teo as he waited for his
cue.
“I only wanted to have some
fun…, muttered Teo, pretending to be Sammy, and bending
his head in repentance. Then
he looked at his classmates and
said: “Even if Sammy was really little, he knew that he had
done something wrong. His plaything was broken and there were

Stories
pieces of paper all over the
floor!”
Joel shrugged his shoulders and went back to his
seat… he had no idea of
how the story would end.  
“Sammy and his dad sat
down to look for a way to
put the pieces back together.” continued Teo.
“But if the drawing of the
world was so old and shabby… it was probably like a faded
out puzzle…” said Stephanie undertone. “I don’t think they’ll be
able to do it.”
“Never lose hope, Stephanie!” replied Teo reassuringly. That’s
what mom always says… and that’s what Sammy’s dad thought
too! So he worked at it, with Sammy’s help, until…” Teo softened his voice: “Until… a cool breeze entered the room… making all the pieces of paper loop up in the air, and fall topsy-turvy
back onto the floor!”
“Hey, Dad! Look at this piece of paper! It’s an eye!” said Teo. He
was playing Sammy again and pretending to discover the back
side of the pieces of paper.
“And here’s another one,
Sammy ” said his dad. “Then
maybe….”
“Sammy and his dad turned
all the pieces over. Now it was
real easy to identify them and
make out a puzzle. It was
the figure of a human being.
Sammy’s dad taped the pieces together and turned the
puzzle over… and lo and behold, the world map was back
in place too!”
Free adaptation of a story told by Sathya Sai
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When there is unity in what people think,
say and do and their focus is on human
values, there are no more scattered
pieces in the world... just PEACE!

He who smiles rather than rages is always the stronger
Japanese Wisdom

Human Values
The blueprint of life

Foreword

Right Action,
as an antidote
and an answer
to bullying
and behavior
problems in
the classroom.

This article was conceived to highlight
the value of Right Action, as an antidote
and an answer to bullying and behavior problems in the classroom. However, right action walks hand in hand with
peace, the topic of this issue of Educare,
for there is a hidden bond that links the
whole scale of values together. We could
say that the “DNA” of each value contains
the blueprint of them all. In fact, when
we genuinely practice one value, or value
aspect, we trigger a ‘ loop input ‘, (i.e. .
the alignment of the process and the content of the teaching). For example, when
we behave and act righteously, there is an
emotional outcome in feelings of peace.
This induces an increase of Love energy,
which leads to an experience of Non-Violence. Human Values are not watertight
compartments. They can be compared to
the color spectrum we find in the rainbow
where each ray is a value, ultimately an
expression of white light.   It is therefore
not by chance that at the end of a humanvalue focused module we perceive a sense
of joy and peace by the look in our students’ eyes, and through their behavior.
A peaceful atmosphere which is felt more
and more, as it grows and improves. Are
other teachers aware of this process? Only
those who share the experience of aiming
at the student’s character development.

In Class with Human Values
3rd step:
getting to focus on
‘new’ perspectives
and ‘new’ behaviors.
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Once a student has experienced different
challenges and behavior modes thanks to
a role play, the teacher can facilitate new
understanding with the help of question
cards. The questions on the cards can be
as it follows:
Whose role did you play?
Briefly describe your role.
According to you, was the character you
acted out a positive or negative role model? Explain why.
What would you have done in the same
situation, and what did the character
do?
Have you understood why he/she behaved the way he/she did?
(referring to the ‘bullies’) Without negatively judging him/her, how would you
define him/her: stressed, disturbed, aggressive, impatient, self-centered, egocentric, lonely, sad, etc.
(referring to the ‘victims’) Talk about the
positive qualities he/she has. Could he/
she be your friend?
(referring to the real bullies) If you tend
to bully others, do you think you will go
on doing so? State 2-3  good resolutions
that you can put into practice from now
onward.
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In Class with Human Values
To the whole class

What does ‘a good class’ mean for you?
Let’s find some positive words and phrases to serve as our inspiration and future
aim.
Students generally know what a positive class profile is and suggest terms and
ideas deeply linked to value aspects, eliciting them from their own experience
and not from a cognitive approach. Once
you have noted and recorded their opinions and solutions, you can share some
uplifting quotations with them to focus
deeper, first by comparing their conclusions to what others have said on the
matter (and more or less they coincide),
and then by realizing how the sayings represent an authentic shared experience,
giving further meaning to their findings.
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Learning how to care for one another, to look after one
another and, above all, to respect one another, by respecting the differences and different ways of thinking, without
provoking harm to anyone, is the practical aim of this process which leads to right acting, and to the realization that
any action has a consequence. A violent action or reaction
is of no use if we are looking for a solution; it is far more
better to learn to sit down and discuss, and even disagree,
if this is done in a spirit of harmony. This attitude needs to
be practiced over and over again, and is the backbone of
any good class management.
To help students become more conscious of what ‘right action’ stands for and implies, you can highlight things like
how turning off the switch resounds to the North Pole… how
we can help people in need, how saving money and not
wasting time and resources can make a difference, and why
respecting others, especially elders, is so important, etc.
However, the secret of success when working with ‘Right Action’ lies in this: to live up to what we teach and to what the
students are taught, and above all, to foster and facilitate
the expression of their own points of view and final conclusions, 99% of which are rooted in human values. There is
a hidden treasure inside both the ‘victims’ and the ‘bullies’
which begs to come out. It is not an easy challenge, but the
backstage act is Love, which makes everything possible.
Love is an adventure that sails us towards unexplored lands
of Meaning and Joy.
Marina Ciccolella

Be great in act, as you have been in thought.

The Bard

Peace means learning
to know each other!

Different… but the same!
Aim: the game can be used as an introductory activity when approaching the
topic of diversity and inter-cultural dialogue. It helps the children learn
more about one another, and fosters understanding and group harmony.
Divided into pairs the players identify those aspects of their lives and personalities that make them different, and those which are the same for them.
To do so they make out a two column list. One column is used to note down
their differences, and the other their similarities. They may, for example,
consider their zodiac sign, height, favorite authors, the films they have
seen, the size of their shoes, their favorite color, the animals with which
they identify, their talents and future aspirations, and the human values
that are most important for them. The game ends with a moment of group
sharing during which the students explain how it felt when they pin pointed
both the differences and similarities.
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Group games
A gift of… Presence.
Aim: to develop attentiveness and
care for others.
The players write down their names on a piece of paper, fold it
and place it in a basket. The group
leader shuffles the paper and
asks the players to pick ‘a name’.
Everyone is invited to make a present for the person whose name
is on the paper they have picked,
keeping in mind:
•That they must not reveal themselves as the ‘donors’ until the
gift has been given.
•That they must not spend money,
but use craft materials and trigger their creativity by recycling
boxes, cans, jars, ribbons, etc.
•The gift must reflect.
At the end of the game the donors
reveal themselves in an ambiance
of fun and joy, while the children
exchange impressions as to how it
felt like to receive a gift which fit
so well with their tastes and character profile.

THE SEVEN WORDS
Aim: To experience that it is possible
to agree with others without necessarily renouncing your own ideas or
points of view, by learning to accept
what others think and feel when their
argumentations are convincing.
The game fosters self-confidence and
helps the children learn how to express
their ideas in a convincing manner.
The group chooses a value-topic, like,
for example, friendship, or peace or
freedom, etc. and have one minute to
write down on a sheet of paper seven
words that they feel describe the chosen word/value. The players are then
grouped in pairs and each couple has
to select and agree on 7 words. The
pairs are then grouped in four, and
each group has three minutes to select seven words from their lists. The
groups continue to build up, until there are only two teams that have to
select the final 7 words that everyone agrees with.
Take note! The players must work with
words, and not with sentences!
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Winding up

Peace and happiness walk hand in
hand and are the most desired goals
of all people, families and nations worldwide. Peace is verily the common purpose of mankind, as only peace can secure brotherhood and unity among people.
And yet though all people pray for peace, we find
agitation and conflict at every corner! And let’s be
honest… what about within ourselves?! This is why
Marty and the study circle children encourage us
to make the change happen, because true, lasting
peace begins with us! Moved by goodwill, and with
a little bit of discipline, we can create it. We have
the power to train our minds to be calm by learning how to watch our thoughts, and to build contentment by keeping our desires in check, because
thoughts and desires are the very cause of unrest
and strife! And as we do so we will build self-confidence and ward off our worries and fears too! We
can build new habits like being more tidy or more
helpful, or like listening to good melodious music and
taking walks in nature. Then it will become easy to
tune into a sense of order and beauty, and love.
And where there is love, there is peace for sure!

VISUAL AIDS TO ASSIST IN STORY TELLING

					

appendix
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Visual aids to help you be more fun and creative in story telling, are offered as an appendix in the Educare magazine. Step
by step explanations will show you how to realize the different
kinds of support involving the children in their making and in
the art of story telling. You can photocopy the illustrations you
find in this magazine or use them as a model for the children
to refer to when making their own.

Act out your stories
using masks!
It’s easy to make a basic mask on which you can later add
a nose, ears, eyebrows, a moustache, hair and any other
decorative element. Learn how by making a bird’s mask!
You will need:

Coloured paper (a rectangle), big enough to cover the
child’s face, and an elastic band.

glue

    

    scissors

        crayons and markers ��  

VISUAL AIDS TO ASSIST IN STORY TELLING

					

1 Fold the paper in two.
Make a mark for the
eyes, and holes for the
elastic band.
Cut along the lines as
indicated in the figure.

appendix
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4 Using separate
paper, draw and
cut out the bird’s
beak.

5 Fold the beak following the
arrows and glue it onto your
mask.
2 Open the paper and
make holes for the eyes.
If necessary correct the
shape of your mask.

3 Make two white
circles separately
and glue them
around the eye
holes. Color your
mask. Don’t forget
to draw feathers!

6 Cut stripes of paper and curl
them with the help of a pencil to
make 3D feathers! Glue them onto
your mask! Fix the elastic band into
place. Now the fun can begin!

© BRUNO BALZANO DANIEL CONCI
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In the next issue

When our heart is soft and tender love energy circulates and flows within us. It moves us, inspires us and
brings us together. Love is solution finding and rooted
in peace, and human values are its offspring. When our
heart is open we see everything with the eyes of love.
We see beauty, truth and goodness, in every experience, in every place. That’s why love transforms! It is the
most powerful source of energy that exists, and we can
tap this source at anytime, for it is our own true nature! We will call upon this energy and learn from its
ways, in our next issue!

